INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE USE OF SLIDEX RT CODE

AMENDMENT No. 1

Para. 3 (b). (i). Add at end—

A "Unit" card, with an appropriate vocabulary written in, may also be used above unit level for a specific purpose, e.g., the passage of a minefield. When this is done the keys (q.v.) appropriate to the level at which the card is used will be employed.

Para. 6 (c). Delete present text and substitute—

When necessary, all nets within an army employing a distinct card, such as RA or RE, may use a common key pair and key rectangle, issued by army headquarters, down to unit rear links. For each card used in this manner a separate key pair and key rectangle will be provided.

Para. 6 (d). Delete present text and substitute—

Normally units will work with fixed keys and will prepare key pairs as laid down in para. 5 (b) for use within the unit; but sliding keys as laid down in para. 5 (a) may be used if considered desirable. These keys will be used with unit cards and will be written on GREEN cursors.

Para. 8. After first sentence insert—

At brigade and unit level divisional keys will be used for this purpose.

Para. 9. Add at end—

The preparation of a standard vocabulary for use within several units, e.g., all the units of a division, is forbidden.

Para. 10. Add at end new para.—

Divisional headquarters may, if necessary, authorize the issue and use forward of unit headquarters of vocabulary cards other than "Unit" cards with the exception of card Q(a). Unit keys with sliding cursors must be used with such cards since the vocabulary is fixed. It must be understood, however, that these cards will NOT be issued for the purpose of avoiding the use of "Unit" cards with vocabularies produced by the unit.